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Abstract

The problem of impostor dataset selection for GMM-based speaker verification is addressed through the recently proposed data-driven background dataset refinement technique. The SVM-based refinement technique selects from a candidate impostor dataset those examples that are most frequently selected as support vectors when training a set of SVMs on a development corpus. This study demonstrates the versatility of dataset refinement in the task of selecting suitable impostor datasets for use in GMM-based speaker verification. The use of refined Z- and T-norm datasets provided performance gains of 15% in EER in the NIST 2006 SRE over the use of heuristically selected datasets. The refined datasets were shown to generalise well to the unseen data of the NIST 2008 SRE.

1. Introduction

Speaker verification systems depend on the selection of suitable impostor datasets to ensure good classification performance [1]. Impostor datasets are most commonly used for the purpose of score normalisation [2] in both Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and support vector machine (SVM) based configurations and the SVM background dataset. The importance of selecting appropriate impostor datasets to match evaluation conditions has been highlighted in several recent studies [3, 4, 5].

The selection of impostor datasets is often based on the knowledge of the broad characteristics expected in unseen impostor trials such as gender, language and the method of audio acquisition. Available data sources satisfying these criteria can then be used to form a combination of impostor datasets for use in development evaluations from which the most suitable impostor set can be selected. Although good performance can be obtained using this heuristic approach, the ranking of candidate datasets is based on the performance of the entire set rather than systematically assessing the potential that each candidate impostor example offers to the task at hand.

Data-driven background dataset refinement [1] was recently proposed as a technique to select the most suitable subset of examples from a large set of ranked candidate impostor observations for use as a refined SVM background dataset. Support vector selection frequency [1] was defined as the impostor suitability metric used to rank the candidate set. The refined background dataset was shown to provide significant improvements over the use of both the full candidate dataset and a background selected using the common heuristic-based approach to dataset selection. Further work discovered that refinement of a candidate T-norm dataset also provided significant performance improvements to SVM-based classification when using T-norm score normalisation [2, 3].

In this paper, the versatility of data-driven dataset refinement is demonstrated through its application to the selection of suitable impostor datasets for GMM-based speaker verification. A single candidate impostor dataset is ranked from which refined Z- and T-norm datasets are selected and evaluated on both development and unseen corpora.

Section 2 briefly outlines the objectives of common score normalisation techniques and the importance of selecting suitable impostor datasets. Section 3 describes the data-driven dataset refinement technique for impostor dataset selection. Section 4 details the experimental protocol with results presented in Section 5.

2. Score Normalisation Techniques

Score normalisation techniques are an integral part of speaker verification systems as observed in the recent NIST speaker recognition evaluations (SRE) [6]. Score normalisation aims to counteract any statistical variations in classification scores by scaling all scores to a global distribution where a client- and test-independent classification threshold can be applied. Auckenthaler et al. [2] presented a study on the two most common forms of score normalisation: Zero and Test normalisation (Z-norm and T-norm respectively). Both techniques aim to produce a standard normal distribution for a set of non-target trial scores using

\[
\tau = \frac{s - \mu_T}{\sigma_T}
\]  

(1)

where the score \(s\), obtained when comparing a given test segment to the speaker model, is normalised using mean \(\mu_T\) and standard deviation \(\sigma_T\) obtained from an impostor score distribution. This impostor score distribution is estimated using an impostor dataset to achieve the following objectives:

- Z-norm aims to compensate for characteristics and biases of an individual speaker model by trialling the set of impostor examples against the client model.
- T-norm aims to compensate for characteristics and biases of a given test segment. This is performed by firstly training a speaker model from each impostor example in the impostor dataset. The test segment is then scored against each of these models to produce an impostor score distribution.

Commonly employed in GMM-based systems is the ZT-norm configuration in which Z-norm is applied to scores prior to T-norm. In this way, the benefits of both client-dependent and
test-dependent normalisation techniques are exploited to potentially provide improved classification performance.

The estimation of normalisation parameters, \( \mu_B \) and \( \sigma_B \), is reliable only if the impostor dataset is representative of the non-target trials in the intended evaluation corpus. If the impostor datasets could be tailored toward these conditions, the Z- and T-norm score transformations would be more effective.

3. Data-Driven Impostor Dataset Selection

Recently proposed in previous work was the data-driven background dataset refinement technique [1]. This technique uses a development dataset to drive the selection of impostor examples such that the resulting impostor dataset is representative of the conditions observed in the development set. The ability for this approach to tailor an impostor dataset toward a given set of conditions lends itself to the selection of GMM impostor datasets such as those mentioned in Section 2. The following study aims to determine whether the merit of data-driven refinement extends beyond the SVM domain.

Data-driven dataset refinement is based around an impostor suitability metric with which a candidate set of impostor examples is ranked allowing for dataset selection to be conducted on a single utterance-level basis. This overcomes the shortcoming of the heuristic-based approach in which the knowledge of broad characteristics of available data sources is used in determining candidate datasets rather than individually assessing the suitability of each impostor example for inclusion in the dataset. The support vector frequency was proposed in [1] as an appropriate ranking criteria that exploits the properties of the SVM training algorithms and the support vectors they select.

3.1. Support Vector Frequency

The support vector machine is a discriminative classifier trained to separate positive and negative classes in a high-dimensional space. A kernel is used to project input feature vectors into this high-dimensional space where a separating hyperplane is positioned to maximise the margin between the classes [7]. Support vectors are selected from the set of training examples to define the position of the separating hyperplane. The examples that are selected as support vectors hold a common property of being the most difficult to classify as they lie on or within the margin between classes. In contrast, training examples that are not selected as support vectors do not effect the hyperplane position.

For a single SVM model, the process of determining a subset of support vectors from training observations can be considered a data selection process in which the most informative examples are chosen. In light of this, it can be stated that the impostor support vectors are the most informative set of background examples with respect to the clients training data.

Extending this assumption over a large set of trained SVMs, the background examples that are more frequently selected as support vectors are likely to be relatively more important than those that are rarely selected. The support vector frequency of a candidate background example can, therefore, be defined as the total number of instances in which it is selected as a support vector when training a set of development client models. By this definition, the support vector frequency of an example provides a measure of its relative importance in the background dataset.

3.2. Background Dataset Refinement

Given a diverse set of speaker utterances or vectors \( B \), compiled from a number of available resources, this candidate dataset can be refined into a suitable impostor dataset using a set of development client vectors \( S \). The speakers in the set \( S \) should be disjoint from those in \( B \).

1. Using the full set of impostors \( B \) as the background dataset, train SVMs for each vector in the set of development client models \( S \).
2. Calculate the support vector frequency of each impostor example in \( B \) as the total number of instances in which it was selected as a support vector for the development client models.
3. The refined impostor dataset \( R_N \) is chosen as the top \( N \) subset of \( B \) ranked by the support vector frequency \( (R_N \subset B) \).
4. For several values of \( N \), use \( R_N \) in the evaluation of a development corpus to determine the optimal number of examples to be included in the refined dataset.

As in the case of the heuristically selected dataset, the characteristics found in development dataset \( S \) are likely to influence the selection of the refined dataset \( R_N \).

4. Experimental Configuration

The following experiments were developed with two objectives in mind; (1) to determine whether the SVM-based dataset refinement process is capable of selecting appropriate impostor datasets for use in GMM-based configurations, and (2) whether the refined dataset selected based on development evaluations generalises well to unseen data. All evaluations were performed using a GMM-UBM system with a GMM-SVM system used to train SVMs for the purpose of ranking impostor examples in the dataset refinement process.

4.1. GMM-UBM System

The GMM-UBM configuration used in this study utilises fully coupled maximum a-posteriori (MAP) adaptation and feature-warped MFCC features with appended delta coefficients, as described in [8]. An adaptation relevance factor of \( \tau = 32 \) and 512-component models were used throughout. Gender-dependent UBMs were trained using a diverse selection of 1818 utterances from both NIST 2004 and Switchboard 2 corpora.

The joint factor analysis model based on the approach of Kenny et al. [9] with elements described in [10] was employed to reduce the effects of session variation in the GMM-UBM system. The dimensionality of the gender-dependent speaker and session subspaces were set to 200 and 50 dimensions, respectively. This subspace was estimated using a diverse selection of the Switchboard II, NIST 2004 and 2005 SRE corpora.

4.2. GMM-SVM Refinement System

Training of SVM speaker models for the purpose of dataset refinement was based on GMM mean supervectors using the associated GMM mean supervector kernel [11]. The SVM implementation uses the open source ALIZE/SpkDet package [12] distributed by LIA and is based on the the libSVM library [13]. The GMM supervectors in this study were produced using the GMM system described in Section 4.1, however, a relevance factor of \( \tau = 8 \) was used and session compensation was not employed during GMM training. Instead, nuisance attribute projection (NAP) [11] was used in the SVM domain due to having a simple implementation while achieving comparable results to the factor analysis model [14]. As with session compensation in the GMM-UBM configuration, NAP was used to remove the
Table 1: Number of impostor examples from each data source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Fisher</th>
<th>SWB2</th>
<th>NIST04</th>
<th>NIST05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2651</td>
<td>1115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

50 dimensions of greatest session variation from all supervectors during SVM training. This was a particularly interesting aspect of this study as the ranking of impostor examples was not conducted using supervectors from the same GMMs used in the GMM-UBM evaluations. The NAP transform matrix was trained using the same data as used to estimate the factor analysis subspace in the GMM domain.

4.3. Evaluation Datasets

As a starting point for refinement, large gender-dependent impostor datasets were collected from NIST 2004 and NIST 2005 databases and a random selection of 2000 utterances1 from each of Fisher and Switchboard 2 corpora giving a total of 6444 male and 7766 female observations. The number of examples from each of these data sources can be found in Table 1. The limited amount of data from the NIST 2005 corpus is due to the intentional exclusion of utterances from any speakers that also appear in the NIST 2006 corpus. For this study, these datasets consisted only of telephony data. Conversations were spoken in a range of languages with the majority in English.

The gender-dependent development client dataset, used to calculate support vector frequencies, was compiled from the English training and testing utterances in the 1conv4w condition of the NIST 2006 SRE. Consisting of 1331 vectors from 219 male speakers and 1852 vectors from 296 female speakers, this provided a moderate degree of resolution in the support vector frequency statistic. This dataset, along with the relevant test segments from the NIST 2006 SRE, were then used for development evaluations in order to determine the size of the refined datasets that corresponded to maximum performance.

The NIST 2008 SRE corpus was used to observe how well the refined impostor datasets generalised to unseen data. All NIST 2008 results were derived from condition 7 as specified in the official evaluation protocol [15] which restricts trials to English spoken telephony data, matching the conditions found in the development dataset.

In the following experiments, the minimum decision cost function (DCF) and equal error rate (EER) were used as performance criteria. The performance offered by the refined Z- and T-norm datasets was compared to that of heuristically selected datasets so as to provide a more thorough analysis of the dataset refinement technique. These heuristically selected datasets consisted of telephony speech from the NIST 2004 SRE corpus and were tuned and developed on performance statistics from the NIST 2005 and 2006 SRE corpora. A total of 376 utterances were used in both male and female Z-norm datasets and the T-norm datasets were made up of 125 male and 186 female utterances. The heuristically selected Z- and T-norm datasets contained observations from the same set of speakers, however, there were few utterances that existed in both impostor datasets.

5. Results

5.1. Development Evaluations

Support vector frequencies for each candidate impostor example were calculated using the NIST 2006 development dataset.

An exhaustive search was conducted to find the size of refined Z- and T-norm datasets that minimised the EER of the combined-gender ZT-normalised scores. The effect of varying the refined dataset sizes on the EER criterion can be observed in Figure 1. The darker regions of the plot designate improved performance. The EER criterion was minimised when using a Z-norm dataset of the 2000 highest-ranking impostor examples and a T-norm dataset of the top 1250 examples. As the refined Z- and T-norm datasets were both selected from the same ranked candidate impostor dataset, the T-norm dataset was, consequently, a subset of the larger Z-norm dataset.

Table 2 details the performance offered by the refined datasets when evaluated on the NIST 2006 SRE. These results clearly demonstrate that data-driven background dataset refinement is suitable for the selection of score normalisation impostor datasets for use in the GMM domain. The refined datasets were found to provide superior performance to the heuristically chosen datasets in all Z- and T-norm performance statistics despite having their size selected to optimize ZT-norm EER performance. Dataset refinement appeared to provide greater benefits to T-norm scores than the Z-norm scores where relative improvements of 13% in min. DCF and 8% in EER were observed in the combined T-norm results over the heuristically selected datasets.

Consistent EER improvements were offered in the ZT-norm results of Table 2 through the use of refined datasets over the full or heuristically selected datasets. A relative improvement

Figure 1: EER of ZT-normalised scores on NIST 2006 SRE when varying the size of the refined Z- and T-norm datasets.

Table 2: Min. DCF and EER obtained on 1-sided, English NIST 2006 SRE when using full, heuristically selected and refined impostor datasets for score normalisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Raw Scores</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male DCF</td>
<td>Male EER</td>
<td>Female DCF</td>
<td>Female EER</td>
<td>Combined DCF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-norm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>.0187</td>
<td>2.95%</td>
<td>.0184</td>
<td>3.30%</td>
<td>.0187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic</td>
<td>.0167</td>
<td>2.79%</td>
<td>.0173</td>
<td>3.20%</td>
<td>.0171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined</td>
<td>.0165</td>
<td>2.52%</td>
<td>.0165</td>
<td>3.02%</td>
<td>.0167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-norm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>.0167</td>
<td>2.79%</td>
<td>.0167</td>
<td>3.58%</td>
<td>.0171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic</td>
<td>.0135</td>
<td>2.52%</td>
<td>.0167</td>
<td>3.66%</td>
<td>.0157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined</td>
<td>.0111</td>
<td>1.97%</td>
<td>.0153</td>
<td>3.47%</td>
<td>.0137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZT-norm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>.0122</td>
<td>2.52%</td>
<td>.0155</td>
<td>3.20%</td>
<td>.0145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic</td>
<td>.0106</td>
<td>2.52%</td>
<td>.0141</td>
<td>3.13%</td>
<td>.0128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined</td>
<td>.0099</td>
<td>1.86%</td>
<td>.0154</td>
<td>2.93%</td>
<td>.0132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Selected randomly due to memory limitations restricting the full SVM background dataset size to around 8000 examples.
Table 3: min. DCF and EER obtained on 1-sided, English NIST 2008 SRE when using heuristically selected and refined impostor datasets for score normalisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Raw Scores</th>
<th>DCF Heuristic</th>
<th>EER Heuristic</th>
<th>DCF Refined</th>
<th>EER Refined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0230</td>
<td>4.14%</td>
<td>.0236</td>
<td>5.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0250</td>
<td>4.55%</td>
<td>.0231</td>
<td>4.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0229</td>
<td>4.33%</td>
<td>.0212</td>
<td>4.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-norm</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0207</td>
<td>4.05%</td>
<td>.0207</td>
<td>5.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.0181</td>
<td>4.10%</td>
<td>.0178</td>
<td>5.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-norm</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0198</td>
<td>5.19%</td>
<td>.0169</td>
<td>4.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.0172</td>
<td>4.33%</td>
<td>.0172</td>
<td>3.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZT-norm</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0229</td>
<td>4.33%</td>
<td>.0212</td>
<td>4.82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of 15% in EER was observed in the combined ZT-norm results when using the refined datasets over the heuristic datasets while having a slightly worse min. DCF. This improvement coincides with the EER criterion minimised when selecting the refined dataset sizes.

An interesting observation from the results in Table 2 is that while the refined datasets gave superior min. DCF performance over the heuristic datasets in both Z- and T-norm results, the opposite was observed in the ZT-norm results (with the exception of the male results). This inconsistent min. DCF improvement is expected to be linked to the overlap of utterances in the Z- and T-norm datasets. While the same speakers were present in both the Z- and T-norm datasets in the heuristic case, there was minimal overlap between individual utterances. However, this was not the case for the refined datasets where the complete T-norm dataset was a strict subset of the Z-norm dataset. It is hypothesised that the reduced overlap of the heuristic datasets may have provided complementary information beneficial to ZT-normalisation that was not available in the refined datasets.

Recent findings in dataset refinement for SVM-based classification support this hypothesis [3], however, further research is be required in order to determine whether the GMM-based score normalisation process benefits from impostor datasets that are not overlapping.

5.2 Generalisation of Refined Impostor Datasets

The refined Z- and T-norm datasets selected to minimise EER in the NIST 2006 development evaluations were used in the evaluation of the unseen NIST 2008 SRE. Table 3 details these results where it can be observed that the refined datasets generalised well to the unseen corpus. These datasets provided consistent performance improvements over the use of heuristically selected datasets with a gain of 4% in min. DCF and 11% in EER for the combined ZT-norm results. Similar trends were observed in the results of Table 3 to those of the NIST 2006 SRE in that the refined datasets provided greater gains in min. DCF over heuristic datasets when using Z- or T-norm independently, whereas the gains in the ZT-norm results were more apparent in the EER statistic.

6. Conclusion

The recently proposed data-driven background dataset refinement technique was applied to the selection of impostor datasets for the purpose of Z- and T-normalisation in a GMM-based speaker verification system.

The NIST 2006 SRE database was used to calculate the support vector frequencies of each example in a large set of candidate impostor examples. The size of the refined impostor datasets was selected to minimise the EER from ZT-norm results on the NIST 2006 SRE development corpus. These datasets provided a relative improvement of 15% in the ZT-norm EER on the development corpus over the use of heuristically selected datasets whereas the min. DCF showed a small drop in performance despite being improved for both Z- and T-norm individually.

The background refinement technique was shown to generalise well to the NIST 2008 SRE where the refined impostor datasets were found to provide gains in both DCF and EER over the heuristically selected datasets. These gains demonstrated that the SVM-based refinement technique was suitable for the selection of impostor datasets for use in GMM-based speaker verification.
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